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http://vimeo.com/sennition/lcc5

Click the link above to view video on Vimeo.

http://vimeo.com/sennition/lcc5
http://vimeo.com/sennition/lcc5
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1. Design/Sketch
2. Draw
3. Normalize
4. Outline
5. Map
6. Port
7. Align & Space
8. Kern
9. Generate

10. Install/Test
11. Kern some more
12. Create punctuation, etc.
13. Regenerate
14. Uninstall/Reinstall/Test
15. Fix/Kern more/Regenerate
16. Finalize version
17. Revisit & return to step 15
18. Make other versions



Design/Sketch





Draw in a way that generates vector-based artwork.



Draw in a way that generates vector-based artwork.

traced
over a

scanned
image



Normalize Make sure every symbol looks ‘related’ to the others.



Normalize Make sure every symbol looks ‘related’ to the others.



Normalize Make sure every symbol looks ‘related’ to the others.



Outline Simply put, fonts are outlines filled with black.



Outline

Avoid point
congestion &
hyper-sharp

angles

Cleaner paths early lead to fewer tears later.



Map

/a/= a =   ?
/b/= b =   ?
sound symbol key(stroke)





Map Figure this out in your font-building software.



Map All typefaces in system should be mapped the same way.



Map if[shth]or[SHTH]››› W “W” = W “w” = w
(Requires careful coding skills & immaculate planning and organization.) (Requires patience when typing with the font.)

“shth” “w”“shth”



Port All symbols rendered as outlined artwork become ‘glyphs’.

“artwork” “glyph”››› a matter of semantics ›››



Align & Space All glyphs live in a 2D “cage”.



Align & Space

left
side-bearing

right
side-bearing

baseline
glyph
origin descender

caps height



Align & Space Almost anything can function as a guide.



Align & Space Almost anything can function as a guide.



Kerning Discrete spacing relationships between pairs of glyphs.



Kerning Discrete spacing relationships between pairs of glyphs.



Kerning Discrete spacing relationships between pairs of glyphs.



Kerning Uh’ Oooh!



Kerning Uh’ Oooh!



Kerning ›››  leads back to the drawing board — LITERALLY.



Kerning ›››  leads back to the drawing board — LITERALLY.



Generate actual fonts



Install in the same way you’d install any regular font on your PC.



Test

Sevâ óls-hályexná
Sevâ óls-hályexná
Sevâ óls-hályexná

in a wide variety of applications and behavioral situations.
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Other weights & styles
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“division of labor”

For your consideration
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more
artistic

more
technical



Why not collaborate
with each other more?

Each to the best of her or his abilities.



britton@dragonflypacific.com

korsaya.org

sennition.com


